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EARL, ROBERT L.: Files, 1986

Counterterrorism and Narcotics, NSC
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RAC Box 1
Defense Reorganization: 1986
Desist - Robert L. Earl: NSC Staff
FEMA: Vulnerability Study: 1985
FEMA: Vulnerability Study: 02/01/1986-05/05/1986
FEMA: Vulnerability Study: 05/06/1986-10/08/1986
Hostage Developments: 07/02/1986
Libya: 12/30/1985-04/06/1986
Libya: 04/07/1986-04/08/1986
Libya: 04/09/1986-04/10/1986
Libya: 04/11/1986 (1)(2)
Libya: 04/12/1986-04/13/1986
Libya: 04/14/1986 (1)(2)
Libya: 04/15/1986
Libya: 04/16/1986-04/23/1986
Libya: 04/24/1986-04/30/1986
Libya: 05/01/1986-05/09/1986
Libya: 05/10/1986-08/11/1986
Mighty Derringer: 1985
Mighty Derringer: 02/11/1986-03/18/1986
Mighty Derringer: 03/19/1986-06/24/1986
Mighty Derringer: 06/25/1986-07/02/1986
Mighty Derringer: 07/03/1986-09/16/1986
Public Diplomacy: 03/05/1986-05/30/1986
Public Diplomacy- Working Group: 1986
R & D: 1986
[Control System]: 1986
Syrian Connection to Terrorism: 11/01/1985-05/19/1986
Syrian Connection to Terrorism: 05/20/1986-06/05/1986
Syrian Connection to Terrorism: 06/06/1986-10/14/1986
Syrian Connection to Terrorism: 10/15/1986-11/15/1986
U.S.-French Talks: 06/02/1986-07/31/1986
U.S.-French Talks: 08/01/1986-10/26/1986
U.S.-Italy Cooperation: 1986
U.S.-Japan Discussions: 1986
U.S.-Soviet CT Talks

RAC Box 2
Admin (Consultants): 1986
Biographies
Building Plans
Consultants
Current Threats: 1986
Drugs/Narco [Narcotics] - Terrorism: 1985
Bob Earl [Combatting Terrorism]: 1985
Bob Earl Correspondence: 1986
Evacuation Procedures: 1986
Exercises-Gaming: 1985-1986
Final Report: 1985
Framework Proposal: 1986
IG/T [Interdepartmental Group on Terrorism]: 06/01/1985-03/31/1986
IG/T: 04/01/1986-06/25/1986
IICT [Interagency Intelligence Committee on Terrorism]: 1986
Interviews/Experts/Personnel Public Report: 1986
Issues: 1985
Libya: Economic Sanctions: 04/14/1986-04/30/1986
Libya: Economic Sanctions: 05/01/1986-05/12/1986
Low Intensity Conflict: 1985
NSDD-32 Review: 1986
Earl - II [Steps to Terrorism in the Middle East]: 1986
[Performance Reports]
[Profs Notes]
Program Elements: 1985
Report Format: 1985-1986
Security: 1985

**Rome/Vienna Attacks: 12/27/1985**
Statistics: 1986
Task A: Definition: 1984-1985
Task Force: 1985
Task Force - Hold [Empty]
TIWG [Terrorist Incident Working Group]: 1985
TWA 840: 1986
Travel: 1985-1986

RAC Box 3
Miscellaneous: [Appointment Book - 1986]
Miscellaneous: [Italy, Nicaragua]
Miscellaneous: [Italy, Nicaragua: Nicaraguan Prisons: A Growth Industry]
Miscellaneous: [Italy, Nicaragua: Photos]
Miscellaneous: [Italy, Nicaragua: Photos - Nicaraguan Prisons]
Miscellaneous: [Italy, Nicaragua: Political Imprisonment under the Sandinistas]
Miscellaneous: [Libya: 1986]
Miscellaneous: [NNBIS (National Narcotics Border Interdiction System): International Security Studies: LIC Study Group Members]
Miscellaneous: [Red Army; Japanese Terrorism]
Miscellaneous: [S3IECR]
Miscellaneous: [Terrorism; Trevi; Tokyo Economic Summit]
Miscellaneous Reports: [Digest of Foreign Terrorism and Political Violence: 1984]
Miscellaneous Top Shelf Credenza: 1977-1985
Miscellaneous Top Shelf Credenza: [VPCT (Vice President's Counter Terrorism Task Force) Brief]

**Miscellaneous Publications Top Shelf Credenza: [Current News - Terrorism: 1986]**
Miscellaneous Publications Top Shelf Credenza: [FBI Analysis of Terrorist Incidents and Terrorist Related Activities in the U.S. - 1984]

**Miscellaneous Publications Top Shelf Credenza: [Proceedings - U.S. Naval Institute: 1986]**

**Miscellaneous Publications Top Shelf Credenza: [Public Report of the Vice President's Task Force on Combatting Terrorism; Rand Note - Countering Covert Aggression-1986]**
Miscellaneous Publications Top Shelf Credenza: [Terrorism Counteraction - December 1984]

Miscellaneous Publications Top Shelf Credenza: [The World Fact Book]
Miscellaneous Middle Shelf Credenza: [Joint Low-Intensity Conflict Project Final Report- Vol. I - 1986] (1)-(3)
Miscellaneous Middle Shelf Credenza: [Joint Low-Intensity Conflict Project Final Report- Vol. II - 1986] (1)(3)

Miscellaneous Middle Shelf Credenza: [Sudan - A Country Study]
Miscellaneous Middle Shelf Credenza: [Terrorist - Copy No. 47]
Miscellaneous Middle Shelf Credenza: [Terrorist - Copy No. 48]

Miscellaneous Publications Middle Shelf Credenza: [The Challenge of Democracy in Central America]

Miscellaneous Publications Middle Shelf Credenza: [Hostage Taking: Preparation, Avoidance, and Survival; Terrorism: Avoidance and Survival; Terrorism and Other "Low-Intensity" Operations: Internal Linkages]

Miscellaneous Publications Middle Shelf Credenza: [Inside the Sandinista Regime: A Special Investigator's Perspective: 1986]

Miscellaneous Publications Middle Shelf Credenza: [In Their Own Words - Testimony of Nicaraguan Exiles; An Interim Report to the President; The White House]

Miscellaneous Publications Middle Shelf Credenza: [National Strategy for Prevention of Drug Abuse and Drug Trafficking - 1984]

Miscellaneous Publications Middle Shelf Credenza: [State Sponsored Terrorism - Report: 1985]

Miscellaneous Publications Middle Shelf Credenza: [This World - Fall 1985, Number 12]

RAC Box 4
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza [Hushed Brass - Simulation Working Papers]
  Binder (1) - (3)

Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza [Mass Destruction Terrorism Study]
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza [Preparing to Meet the Terrorist Threat - 1977]
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza [S3IECR]
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza (Continued)
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza (Continued) [Admiral Hollaway]
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza (Continued) [Changing Actors and Leadership Among Shiites of Lebanon; Responding to Terrorism: What, Why and How]
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza (Continued) [Control Risks Information Services; Control Risks Limited]
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza (continued) [Hostage Negotiation in Incidents Involving International Terrorism - 1984]
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza (Continued) [H.R. 3622; A Critique of H.R. 3622: The Joint Chiefs of Staff Reorganization Act of 1985]
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza (Continued) [Leak - 10/03/1986]
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza (Continued) [Newspaper Articles; Magazine Articles] (1)(2)
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza (Continued) [Revised List of Heads of State, Prime Ministers and Foreign Ministers - 06/23/1986]

Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf Credenza (Continued) [West Europe Public Look at
International Terrorism]
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk I: 1986

Miscellaneous Basket on Desk I: [Business Week: Conflict in Nicaragua - National, Regional and International Dimensions]
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk I: [Cables Processed for North]

Miscellaneous Basket on Desk I: [Current News Special Edition]
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk I: [Daily Report]: 09/18/1986
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk I: [Defense Intelligence Terrorism Summary; Intelligence Notes; Unconventional Warfare; International Trade and Finance Summary]
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk I: [Morning Digest; Media Round Up]
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk I: [Control System]
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk I: [The United Nations: Its Problems and What to Do About Them; Voice of Nicaragua - Naked, At Last]

Miscellaneous Basket on Desk I: [Worldwide Report-Terrorism]: 06/17/1986
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk I: [Worldwide Report-Terrorism]: 07/08/1986
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk II (1)(2)
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk II: [Cables Processed for North]
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk II: [Counterterrorism Simulation - Epic Journey - Implementers and Players Handbook]
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk II: [Covert Political Action: In Search of Direction; Warsaw Pact Ground Force Logistic Capabilities for Offensive Operations against NATO: Trends]: 1986
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk II: [Grenada Intervention; Lebanon Revisited - U.S. Naval War College]
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk II: [Intelligence Notes]: 1986
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk II: [LIC (Low Intensity Conflict)]
Miscellaneous Basket on Desk II: [Operation Urgent Fury: The U.S. Army in Joint Operations] (1)-(3)

RAC Box 5

Pubs (Publications): [Analysis]
Pubs (Publications): [Eloquent Ride - Lessons Learned; Operations Prairie Fire; Libya; El Salvador - Point Paper]
Pubs (Publications): [Initiatives] Binder (1)-(3)
Pubs (Publications): [The Near-Term Potential for Serious Acts of Terrorism] Binder (1)-(3)

Pubs (Publications): [Status of Murray Report]
Pubs (Publications): [Terrorism: The 15 May Puzzle]
Central America - From R.E. Credenza: 05/17/1985-02/28/1986
Central America - From R.E. Credenza: 03/01/1986-03/17/1986
Central America - From R.E. Credenza: 03/18/1986-03/25/1986
Central America - From R.E. Credenza: 03/26/1986-04/01/1986
Central America - From R.E. Credenza: 04/02/1986-04/11/1986
Central America - From R.E. Credenza: 06/18/1986-08/31/1986
Central America - From R.E. Credenza: 09/01/1986-10/15/1986
Hostage Families - R.E. Credenza
Hostage Rescue - From R.E. Credenza
Jenco Release - From R.E. Credenza - 08/01/1986-09/07/1986
Trip: Latin America - From R.E. Credenza: 1984-1985
Trip: Latin America - From R.E. Credenza: 03/05/1986-06/05/1986
Trip: Latin America - From R.E. Credenza: 06/06/1986-06/17/1986
Trip: Latin America - From R.E. Credenza: 06/24/1986-07/15/1986
Trip: Latin America - From R.E. Credenza: 07/16/1986-08/08/1986
Legislation - From R.E. Credenza: 1986
Miscellaneous Retained from R. Earl - From R.E. Vertical File: 1985
Miscellaneous Retained from R. Earl - From R.E. Vertical File: 1986
U.S.-Israel Cooperation - From R.E. Credenza: 1986
Working Folder- From R.E. Credenza: 1986

RAC Box 6
Beirut Hostages
Congress - From R.E. Early Credenza: 1985-1986
Earl El-256: [Credenza Behind Earl's Desk-From Dick 11/04/1986)
Earl El-256: [Draft Presidential Speech on Iran]: 1986
Earl El-256: [E-142; Miscellaneous]
Earl El-256: [Miscellaneous] (1)(2)
Earl El-256: [New Program for Nicaragua - 10/16/1986]
Earl El-256: [Reporter's Notebook] (1)(2)
Earl El-256: [Rolodex; Telephone Messages]
Earl El-256: [Top Drawer- Wood Cabinet- Folder- "Jenco Release 07/26/1986"
EST (Emergency Support Team) - From R. Earl Desk: 12/11/1985-08/04/1986
EST (Emergency Support Team) - From R. Earl Desk: 08/05/1986-10/02/1986
Miscellaneous Bottom Shelf of Credenza - From R. Earl's Credenza
Miscellaneous - From R. Earl's Credenza: 1986
Miscellaneous from Bottom Shelf of Credenza - From R. Earl's Credenza
Miscellaneous - Top Shelf Credenza - R. Earl Credenza
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Earl

Miscellaneous Basket on Earl's Desk - POS. Rel. Part from Folder I & II - From R. Earl Desk: 10/01/1986-11/14/1986
Miscellaneous Basket on Earl's Desk - POS, Rel. Part from Folder I & II - From R. Earl Desk: 11/22/1986-12/01/1986

OSG II: [Out Card]
Post-Jacobsen Release - From R. Earl Desk: 1985

[Telephone Numbers; Negatives]

RAC Box 7
[Burn Bag] (1)-(13)

RAC Box 8
[Libya Photos 04/1986]
[Libya Photos 08/1986]
Miscellaneous Items: 06/13/1985-02/28/1986
Miscellaneous Items: 03/11/1986-05/06/1986
Miscellaneous Items: 05/07/1986 (1)(2)
Miscellaneous Items: 05/12/1986-05/21/1986
Miscellaneous Items: [Concept Paper 1-86 Marine Corps Special Operations Capabilities - 03/01/1986]
Miscellaneous Items: [Selected National Security Issues - 1985]
Miscellaneous Items: [USMC - Guide to Support Development of an Operations Concept/Program for a MAU (Marine Amphibious Unit) Being Special Operations Capable] (1)(2)
Miscellaneous Items: [USMC Operational Concept for Low Intensity Conflict - 03/12/1986 (1)(2)

RAC Box 9
[Beirut Collage - 03/09/1985-02/20/1986]
[Libya Telecommunication] (04/10/1986)
[Libya Nominations] (04/21/1986)
Terror/Political 04/1986
Book One: Terrorist/Political/Military April 1986
Book Two: Military/Oil April 1986

RAC Box 10
[Lebanon Facilities May 1986]
[Lebanon Graphics May 1986]

RAC Box 10A
[Lebanon Facilities] (Binder)
[Book One & Book Two] (Binder)

RAC Box 11
[Oil]

RAC Box 12
[Maps]